Peter Gesler’s Seligman Spin is by Docs Spinifex and out of Lady in Red. Docs Spinifex is the all time leading sire of Quarter Horses in Australia. Lady in Red is one of Australia’s leading Dams, producing winners in Cutting, Campdrafting & Challenges.

Seligman Spin himself won in excess of $65,000 in the cutting pen including the 2003 NCHA Derby. He is now making a real impression as a sire of Campdrafting Horses. Currently sitting third in the overall ACA Sire Standing he is a clear leader when considering the amount of points his progeny have earn’t per horses registered. With his oldest progeny being just 9 year old to date the future is looks very exciting for Seligman Spin as a sire.

If you are interested in purchasing this nomination please contact
Stephen Ninness (0429691105) or Tanya Ninness (0419985680) or ph 65485185.
All proceeds from these nomination go to St Joseph’s Primary School Merriwa.
All expenses (vet, agistment, transport etc) are to be paid by the successful purchaser.